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Saint-Gobain is present in 70 countries with more than 171,000 employees. Saint-Gobain designs, produces and distributes materials and solutions designed for the well-being of everyone and the future of all. These materials are found everywhere in our home and our daily life: buildings, transport, infrastructure, as well as in many industrial applications. They bring comfort, performance and security while meeting the challenges of sustainable construction, effective resource management and climate change.

NORTON

A BRAND TRUSTED FOR OVER 135+ YEARS

Since the last 135+ years, Norton has focused on providing innovative Abrasive Products that solve customers’ manufacturing needs wherever materials are cut, shaped or finished. Norton offers powerful, precise and user-friendly solutions enabling customers to surface-finish & shape all types of materials even in the most challenging automotive applications.

ADVANCED ABRASIVE COMPOUNDS

One of the top 100 industrial groups & one of the top 100 most innovative companies in the world.

64 manufacturing facilities globally, 6 in India

Presence in 68 countries

Research & Innovation powering differentiation

350+ YEARS OF INDUSTRIAL HISTORY

1665
Creation of the Manufacture royale des Glaces

1668
Invention of glass table casting

1850-1900
Saint-Gobain expands in Europe: Germany, Italy, Belgium and Spain

1900
Refocus on materials with a high technology and entry into building distribution and plasterboard

1900-1950
Saint-Gobain diversifies into new markets and new products

1970
Merger between Pont-à-Mousson and Saint-Gobain. Ongoing internationalization

2007
Saint-Gobain focuses its strategy on habitat

2015
Saint-Gobain celebrates its 350th anniversary

2016
Saint-Gobain introduces its new positioning and new visual identity

2018
2018: Farécla joined Saint-Gobain

2018
2018: Farécla joined Saint-Gobain
A UK-based company within the Saint-Gobain Group, Farécla Products Ltd. manufactures surface finishing products which are used on a wide variety of substrates across multiple market sectors. From compounds and applicators, to paint cups, microfibre cloths and other workshop ancillaries, Farécla has provided surface finishing solutions to automotive bodyshops, detailers, boat builders, wood workers, composites manufacturers and GRP moulders since 1952, and its products are now sold in over 120 countries worldwide.
THE RANGE
MARINE PASTE
LEFA001
High cut level enables precise removal of deep scratches
Effortless application with hand or machine
No fillers ensuring permanent results
Availability: 200g

G3 PASTE COMPOUND
LEFA010
Reliably cuts P1500 or finer sanding marks
Effortless application with hand or machine
No fillers ensuring permanent results
Availability: 1000g
G3 ADVANCED LIQUID PROTECTION
LEFA007/ LEFA006
Versatile application, even on fresh and cured paintwork
Removes P1500 abrasive paper marks without the use of fillers
Rapid cutting action ensures high performance and saves time
Less water usage eases post application clean-up process
Availability: 1400g & 750g

G3 1 STEP PREMIUM COMPOUND
LEFA004/LEFA005
1 step finish process, rapidly cuts P1500 or finer sanding marks to deliver outstanding gloss
Effortless application with hand or machine
No fillers to deliver permanent results
Availability: 1000g & 100g
G3 GLAZE
GLOSS ENHANCER
LEFA009/LEFA008
Achieves an exceptional glossy finish in a short span of time
Excellent filling capability and protective property
Ideal for colour restoration
Availability: 1000g & 500g
G3 WAX PREMIUM LIQUID PROTECTION
LEFAD02 / LEFAD03

Provides an exceptional glossy finish on all types of cured paintwork
Viscous formulation spreads well to form a thick and strong protective coating that does not dry up or get buffed off easily
Does not dry out while application in direct sunlight
Long lasting protection
Availability: 1000ml & 100ml